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Chapter 1: Functional overview
1.1 Transcriptome and proteome analysis in Key Pathway Advisor– technique and method
The Key Pathway Advisor (KPA) is a streamlined workflow primarily focused on analysis of transcriptome/gene
expression data. These techniques focus on the identification of genes with either changes in expression associated
with the different conditions under investigation by the researcher. These genes can be studied in two directions:
downstream and upstream.
Downstream analysis tries to interpret the consequences of expression changes defining which cellular processes can
be affected by differentially expressed genes (DEG). Downstream analysis, therefore, looks for molecules that the
genes shown to be changing under the experimental conditions (differentially expressed genes) have been shown to
have an effect upon.
Upstream analysis tries to understand the molecular reasons that could cause expression changes between two
phenotypes (including transcriptional factors and signaling pathways). It searches for molecules that have been shown
to have an effect upon the gene expression changes observed in the data.
Using a one-click comprehensive workflow function, KPA identifies the following crucial information for DEG list
interpretation:


Predicted Key Hubs (Protein Activity) - molecules whose activity changes could explain the gene expression
changes uploaded by the user. These hubs have the potential to change the expression level of experimentally
defined DEGs but may not necessarily be identified by gene expression experiments as changing in expression
themselves.Their activity changes may, therefore, be observed on other biological levels, such as activity
changes.



Key Pathways – a list of pathways and cellular processes maps enriched with DEGs and Key Hubs gives an
interpretation of potentially affected biologies.



Enriched Gene Ontologies – sets of various MetaCore and GO ontologies enriched with DEGs and Key Hubs.



Putative Biomarkers - identifies which of your DEGs or Key Hubs have previously been associated with your
disease of interest (or similar diseases) and whether the direction of change observed/predicted is the same
as previously seen in the literature.



Drug Targets (Prior Knowledge) - DEGs or Key Hubs associated with drugs (from Clarivate Analytics Integrity)
in preclinical to launched phases for your disease of interest (or similar diseases).

Note: KPA does not currently allow you to define fold-change or p-value filters upon upload. Pre-filtering of data is
therefore recommended. Currently, KPA also is limited to analysis of 1,000 genes or less in a file no larger than 10
megabytes (MB). If the input file contains fold changes (FC), the application will return the top 1,000 records with the
highest FC; otherwise, it returns the first 1,000 records in the file.
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1.2 Systems analysis categories
“Systems” or functional analysis is believed to help simplify complex biological responses involving hundreds or
thousands of DEGs, gene variants and other molecular components. Functional analysis is described by several
“knowledge-based” methods (such as ontology enrichment and biological network generation) which use wellannotated databases of protein interactions, multi-step pathways and cellular processes. These analytical methods can
be divided into two categories:
The first category deals with molecular objects, such as DEGs, and consists of sub-dividing the sets of genes according
to common functionality (ontology enrichment analysis). The genes / proteins of interest have different functions, and
this functionality is multi-dimensional. The encoded proteins can belong to the pathways, groups and complexes,
normal and pathological cellular processes. At the same time, alterations in gene expression can be associated with a
phenotypic “endpoint” such as a disease. This complex response can be assessed by sub-categorizing the gene /
protein content into different folders (terms) of ontologies, and the terms are further ranked based on a relative
representation of genes of interest within the term. Ontology enrichment is an intuitive but “low resolution”
descriptive method which alone usually does not provide a researcher with an executable hypothesis for subsequent
follow-up experiments. Another enrichment method can be used for identifying enrichment synergy between multiple
datasets, especially when comparing functionally relevant but “incomparable” datasets such as mutations and
amplifications1.
The second category of functional methods deals with protein interactions connecting genes / proteins within the
dataset or with the whole proteome and consists of identifying and ranking genes based on their “biological relevance”
for the phenotype. The “relevance” is assumed to be dependent on the number of protein-protein (or other biological
molecules) interactions and multi-step pathways for each protein. This follows from the fact that proteins work in
groups and are connected by interactions. Therefore, the relative “importance” of a protein for a certain dataset can
be defined by the relative number of interactions with proteins / genes from this dataset. This “local topology” is
normalized vs. the whole human interactome and can be ranked by p-values or a “connectivity ratio”. The interactionfocused methods include topologically significant “causal nodes”2, 3 and one-step overconnectivity calculations for
1

different protein functions .
Note: topologically significant genes are often missed in expression profile experiments, as the key regulatory genes
like transcription factors or kinases change expression only transiently and on a small scale. Topologically significant
genes are complementary to differentially expressed genes and are important in the reconstruction of pathways and
networks responsible for a given phenotype. The Causal Reasoning and Overconnectivity analyses help identify both
the key direct regulators (i.e. one step away) of the dataset and the major “master” regulators of the global protein
network. Concurrent enrichment analysis of both differentially expressed genes and their ranked direct and indirect
regulators (Key Hubs), allows the researcher to reconstruct the mechanisms underlining differential gene expression
on a more comprehensive level.
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In order to understand the functional processes behind the DEG list, the Key Pathway Advisor (KPA) uses both
approaches mentioned above and combines them in a comprehensive pathway analysis workflow to capture upstream
and downstream processes.

Chapter 2: KPA browser settings and functionality
KPA is fully supported in Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer 10+. Internet Explorer 9 does not support
KPA drag’n’drop functionality although the file browsing selector is still available. The application functions as a ‘oneclick’ analysis workflow, where the user uploads experimental data in an appropriate format and starts the analysis
using ‘drag and drop’ functionality. Important analysis submission steps are described below.
Learn more how to easily get gene expression datasets from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (NCBI GEO) without any
data processing and bioinformatics skills or tools in Appendix A.

2.1 Data sets and file types


A human gene list with or without expression values (in “fold change” format) is required for KPA analysis. The
list can also contain p-values of differential expression (not utilized by analysis). Valid file formats are tab or
semi-colon delimited TXT or Excel XLS / XLSX. The following ID types are recognized:
o

EntrezGene (LocusLink) IDs

o

Gene symbol (e.g. TP53, etc.)

o

Affymetrix tag (expression)

o

Illumina tag (expression)

o

Agilent tag (expression)

o

Codelink tag (expression)

o

OMIM

o

RefSeq

o

Unigene

o

ENSEMBL

o

SwissProt

o

GeneBank

o

Panther

o

MetaCore gene
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The current version of KPA interprets fold change values as differential expression measure and therefore if
your file contains both positive and negative values KPA accounts positive as up-regulation (over-expression)
and negative as down-regulation (under-expression) of gene comparing to control samples.
If your file contains only positive fold change values then KPA confirms that you are studying only upregulated (over-expressed genes). Otherwise, it is assumed that values bigger than zero but less than one
indicate down-regulation (under-expression). In this case, such values will be logarithmically transformed
(please see Appendix A for details).




Gene variant data for no more than 150 gene variants are optional to submit to accompany gene list data set.
Files should consist of the four columns listed below (in the same order).
o

Chromosome

o

Position

o

Reference allele

o

Alternative allele

Gene variant data can be submitted in three file formats:
o

Gene variant list in TXT format (only four tab-delimited data columns)

o

Standard VCF

o

XLS file generated from data exported using a Genomic Analysis Tool filter (must contain the four
columns listed above)

2.2 Settings
The user has the option to change the application’s default analysis settings such as






Ontology selection for Key Processes identification. The default ontologies list includes the following:
o

Pathway maps

o

Diseases

o

Processes networks

o

Pathway groups

It is also possible to select also the following ontologies for the analysis:
o

GO processes

o

GO molecular functions

o

GO localizations

If you wish to align your data with Prior knowledge on Putative Biomarkers and/or Drug Targets then check
the appropriate box(es). Then specify the relevant condition (disease) for your experiment to identify any
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known putative biomarkers and drug targets from your molecular components gene list. Start typing the
condition in the search field and the most relevant MESH terms will be shown.


The Advanced Settings section allows the researcher to select the p-value threshold for statistical significant
processes identification on the enrichment steps of the workflow (default is 0.05). Signalling Pathway Impact
Analysis (SPIA) is automatically enabled for datasets with expression changes (fold changes).



Overconnectivity (also known as interactome analysis in MetaCore) analysis can be selected instead of Causal
Reasoning (default) analysis for data that associated with fold change values and select p-value threshold for
Key Hubs identification (default is 0.01).

2.3 Data analysis process
After the data has been submitted by pressing “Run Analysis” the analysis process begins. An e-mail message
containing a direct hyperlink to the online report or PDF / XLS will be sent to the email address associated with your
KPA account when the report is complete. If the analysis should fail you will also receive e-mail containing the error
message. The report includes the selected ontology Key Processes list and a list of significant Molecular Entities
associated including links to the appropriate MetaCore entity pages.
Note: if the default thresholds used for enrichment and Key Hubs analysis are overly strict for your dataset an empty
results set may be returned. Entering more relaxed thresholds (like 0.1) manually in the advanced options of the
second analysis step and re-submitting the same dataset should resolve this.

2.4 Report panel – example
An example entry from the KPA report panel is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 : KPA report panel
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Clicking on the report name will open an online version of the report



To download the report in PDF / XLS format, click on the PDF or XLS links under the report title.



To delete a report, click on the bin icon in the bottom right hand corner of the panel.
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Chapter 3: Algorithm workflow
Key Processes are defined as ontology terms / entities (i.e. pathway maps) enriched with both input genes and
corresponding topologically significant Key Hubs. They are identified by the following workflow (see Figure 2).
Enrichment analysis is performed for the list of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and gene variants (if submitted).
1. Statistically significant ontology entities (enrichment p-value < 0.05) for differentially expressed genes are
calculated for your data set. Enrichment is calculated for several proprietary functional ontologies (see Section 2 for
details).
2. Predicted Key Hubs (Protein Activity) (see section 4.3.2) are calculated using a Causal Reasoning approach (if DEGs
associated with expression values) or Overconnectivity analysis (if DEGs uploaded without expression values). For
further analysis statistically significant hubs with p-value < 0.01 are identified.
3. The same enrichment analysis is then performed for the list of predicted Key Hubs calculated in step 2. Statistically
significant ontology entities (enrichment p-value < 0.05) for Key Hubs are identified.
4. The list of key hubs calculated in step 2 and your dataset are then combined into a single list and the enrichment
analysis run for the union.
5. The final list resulting significant results from steps 1, 3 & 4 are then filtered to show only those where the result for
step 4 (the union) is more significant than either of the individual lists (steps 1 & 3) alone.
6. For pathways in the final list a Signaling Pathway Impact Analysis (SPIA) is calculated to identify an impact of
differentially expressed genes on the activity of downstream molecules. SPIA aims at the identification of

perturbed pathways in a given condition by combining enrichment of perturbed genes in the pathway
with the actual amount of perturbation, leading to the most promising candidate pathways and thus
candidate genes.
Note: this is known as the synergy method of enrichment analysis. This method was originally designed to allow the
comparison of lists which are functionally relevant but poorly overlapping at the gene level, for instance mutated and
1
amplified genes in breast cancer . Genes derived from such lists may not overlap directly but populate the very same
pathway or process, thus suggesting that they are functionally complimentary. To determine whether two distinct
gene lists cooperatively alter a certain cellular pathway or process, we calculate the synergy between them by
ontology enrichment. An ontology term (pathway or process) is considered synergistic if the enrichment p-value for
the non-redundant union of compared gene lists is lower than p-values for individual lists. More significant enrichment
for the union is reflected in the functional connectivity of two gene lists and their complementary effect on the
pathway. Ontology Entities that display “synergistic” behaviour for the list of differentially expressed genes and the list
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of corresponding Key Hubs are defined. The final list of synergistic ontology entities includes all ontology terms with
synergistic expression pattern for the union of DEGs and predicted Key Hubs and p-value < 0.05.

Figure 2: KPA workflow scheme. See description for each step in Section 3 (above).
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Chapter 4: Analysis report
This section describes how to study a KPA report to explore both up- and downstream analysis directions for your
experimental data. Completed analysis reports are available in the Reports panel on the application home page or via
the link in the e-mail confirmation.
There are three formats of the report:
1.

View report online (HTML) – browse interactive enrichment distributions, pathway maps and significant molecular
components. Good if you want to quickly check analysis results, study pathway maps and generate new results by
changing analysis settings (e.g. re-submit the data with a broader range of default p-value thresholds).

2.

Download a PDF report – shows static lists of enrichment distributions and top ten pathway map pictures overlaid
with significant molecular components. Good if you want to show pathway snapshots and distributions to your
colleagues.

3.

Download an XLS report – contains more expanded lists of molecular components and cross-references between
them. Allows you to sort / filter all molecules on the basis of various molecular characteristics narrowing down
your data making them appropriate for input into the other system biology tools and workflows.

In general, the report contains four major information categories:
1.

Your Data – a list of submitted gene IDs annotated to Molecular Entities ontology. Expression values/fold
changes (if uploaded) are shown in the uploaded file.

2.

Key Hubs – a list of Molecular Entities (proteins, protein complexes, miRNAs) that a) are predicted to regulate
expression of uploaded differentially expressed genes or b) molecules overconnected with the uploaded gene
list depending on analysis type selected.

3.

Key Processes – subsets of genes that are connected with each other performing specific cellular processes
(e.g. pathway maps, diseases, interaction networks) that are significantly enriched with your input dataset
(differentially expressed genes and optionally genes with genomic variants) and calculated with predicted Key
Hubs (molecules that are highly connected with input genes). KPA gives you the ability to study up to seven
process ontologies. The final list will depend on your application settings you choose before the analysis
starts.

4.

Drug Targets (Prior Knowledge) – a list of drugs, from the manually curated Clarivate Analytics Integrity
database, associated with molecular entities in your dataset and key hubs results for your chosen disease.

5.

Putative Biomarkers - indications that connect genes from your experiment and the selected disease taken
from the complete set of indications collected in Key Pathway Advisor database. Putative biomarkers identify
changes in gene characteristics associated with disease manifestation. As these indications could be found for
different classes of gene and its products (DNA, RNA, protein isoforms) KPA compares gene changes from your
experiment with our data to form a granular overview
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4.1 General analysis guidelines and limitations
The following list of key points will give you tips how to manage the data generated in the KPA reports.


Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) indicate gene products where the abundance is changed in examining
condition comparing to control. Differential expression does not always indicate active / inhibited status of a
protein but most likely overexpression of ligands, receptors and transcriptional factors can magnitude signal
transduction that goes through a pathway. The opposite interpretation is valid for under-expressed genes.



In general over-expressed genes are usually more significant because they more likely change signal
transduction: ligand abundance may start various signaling via various receptors; receptor abundance may act
with increased number of ligands; mediator molecules can spread signal by different pathways via cross-talks
between them. On the other hand, under-expressed genes, in general, may give less impact on a pathway
because signal transduction can go around via pathways cross-talks.



Key Hub molecules are associated with hypothetical activation/ inhibition status which is calculated to explain
experimentally observed differential expression changes. The Key Hubs appearance on a map may fill gaps
between differentially expressed genes and increasing interpretation value. Such predictions will always
require separate laboratory validation to check whether predicted protein activity changes are indeed
occurring.



Maps are static drawings of a signal transduction ‘story’ from triggers to effectors (results of transcriptional
regulation or entire processes) but sometimes they do not capture every detail. Sometimes they describe the
general scheme of the process focusing on specific triggers and effectors but excluding signal transducers e.g.
disease processes maps.

4.2 Molecular components analysis
System biology allows a researcher to analyze conditions on the cellular level as a system process. However it is
important to browse through a set of molecular components because not all of them will appear as a Key Process (e.g.
Pathway Maps show only well studied canonical processes). KPA also allows you to browse molecular components
such as Differential Expressed Genes and Key Hubs as well as explore congruency with current biomarker and drug
target knowledge.
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4.2.1 Your data
KPA allows uploading of gene list with or without associated expression changes between two conditions. For each
uploaded Gene ID KPA shows expression changes from a submitted file and associates them with official gene name
and Network Molecular Entity.
Molecular Entities in this context refer to proteins, protein complexes, miRNAs, compounds and drugs which interact
with each other in cellular systems and though comprize global cellular process network. You can access tissue
expression via link to the Human Protein Atlas project (proteinatlas.org) available from a gene’s entity page.

4.2.2. Key hubs
The main goal of Key Hubs (also known as Causal Reasoning) analysis is to identify molecular regulators that most likely
Fdirectly affect/cause the changes observed in your uploaded expression data. By using this analysis it is possible to
predict potential transcriptional factors and other molecules with potentially altered activity which explains your
observed differential expression patterns. Both algorithms for obtaining Key Hubs implemented in KPA can give you
insight into transcription regulation causes; however, a Causal Reasoning approach shows the best performance here
(see Appendix B) for differentially expressed genes.
The list of predicted Key Hubs is shown on the corresponding tab of your html analysis report, or in Appendix C in the
XLS and PDF report versions. You can see the following details in the causal reasoning results:


Molecular Entity - the name of predicted Key Hub. Each name has a link to an entity page should you require
more information. An entity may represent protein, protein complex, regulatory RNA or peptide. Near each
name you will see a view button to visualize regulatory network. You can access tissue expression via a link to
the Human Protein Atlas project (proteinatlas.org) available from a gene’s entity page.



Gene – name of a gene that corresponds to a Key Hub molecular entity.



Molecular Function – the type of protein that describes the function of a Key Hub in a cell, e.g. transcriptional
factors, kinase, etc.



Predicted Activity - causal reasoning analysis allows the prediction of Key Hub potential activity changes that
potentially explain the transcriptional changes observed in your uploaded data. This is possible because each
Molecular Entity has outgoing activation and inhibition interactions to other objects (Figure 3) in the
database. For example, a Key hub with predicted increase in activity shows increased expression for those
objects it is known to activate and decreased for those it is known to inhibit.

An example of the Molecular Entities for KPA is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 : Basic description of Causal Resoning prediction based on interpretation of the prior knowledge about possible molecular
interactions. Arrows indicate prior knowledge molecular interactions stored in the database. According to the prior knowledge p53
increases expression of DDX17 and decreases expression CDK2. Though, if in experimental gene expression data DDX17 and CDK2
have increased and decreased expression correspondingly we can assume that p53 might have increased activity. On the contrary, if
DDX17 has decreased expression level and CDK2 is increased we can assume that p53 is inhibited. A statistical approach is applied to
to measure of significance of such prediction (see Methids section).



Supportive/total data - all DEGs which are known to be regulated by a Key Hub according to Information from
the database. Supportive data represent DEGs which fold change direction (+ or -) in your uploaded dataset
aligns with the expected direction of change according to the interactions associated with the Key Hub and
that molecule (see Figure 5 & Appendix B).



P-value – This is produced as a result of a binomial test used to assess the probability of making given number
of supportive data out of all defined DEGs in your data file uploaded. The more consistent supportive data to
actual data, the better. This test is adopted from Pollard et al’s method3.



Path length - indicates a maximal length of a shortest path (number of steps) between Key Hub and DEGs. In
KPA Key Hubs may currently be located a maximum in three steps from DEGs.
o

A Key Hub located within one step regulates expression of correctly predicted DEGs directly (usually
these are transcriptional factors).

o

A Key Hub located within two steps regulates transcriptional factors that influence DEG expression.

o

A Key Hub within three steps regulates regulators of transcriptional factors influencing DEGs
expression.
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As an alternative analytic the overconnectivity test identifies direct regulators of the dataset that are one step remote
and statistically overconnected with the objects from the dataset. The method is based on an assumption that proteins
functionally important for a particular phenotype have relatively a lot of interactions with proteins encoded by genes
altered (e.g. differentially expressed) in the phenotype. This allows for the assessment of the level of connectivity that
individual objects in the database have with the genes from the analyzed gene list and whether this level of
connectivity is more than would be expected purely by chance. This analysis does not use any of the fold change data
uploaded in your data file and therefore is the default option for gene lists uploaded without data.
The following columns are shown for analysis results:


Key Hub name - a name of a Molecular Entity predicted to have an activity change that may explain
expression changes observed in your data. Each name has a link to a MetaCore entity page for more
information.



Molecular function - type of protein that describes a function of a Key Hub in a cell, e.g. transcriptional
factors, kinase, etc.



Correct predictions - predictions are DEGs that connected are regulated by Key Hub according to algorithm.
Correct predictions are a number of all predicted connections minus all observed ones.



Significance p-value – hypergeometric p-values (see Methods section).

4.2.3 Key hubs networks
Understanding a nature of gene expression pattern change under a condition (i.e. disease) is a crucial step in molecular
biology research. Key Pathway Advisor utilizes previously published studies about transcriptional gene regulation and
protein activity on a pathway level to identify Key Hubs – molecules which most probably caused over and under
expression of genes in your data. Knowledge of what Key Hub is and what regulated genes do allows identifying the
Hub as a disease driving gene and promising drug target. A collection of analyzed published studies that are focused on
which transcriptional factor activates or suppresses transcription of specific genes as well as which protein activates
transcriptional factors is a cornerstone piece required for the analysis. All molecular entities are connected with
interactions that could be activating (highlighted by green), inhibitory/suppressive (red) or interactions for which it is
hard to identify final effect (gray). All interactions are associated with corresponding reference(s) to sourcing scientific
publications available from the Table view.
Key Hub is a molecule that is connected with a significant subset of genes from your data. Just like a puppeteer
manipulates puppets by touching strings a Key Hub is predicted to manipulate gene expression by activating and
inhibiting transcriptional factors or affecting gene expression directly.
Green (+) sign icon indicates that a Key Hub should exist in predominantly activated state in order to regulate related
gene expression according to your data; red (-) icon indicates that a Key Hub should exist in predominantly inhibited
state in order to regulate related gene expression pattern according to your data. The nature of predominant inhibition
could be different depending upon the condition being studied. That might be a gene variant in this gene or a
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corresponding signal goes from upstream pathway (due to ligand binding, phosphorylation, etc). You can study such
reasons by Key Pathway maps analysis on a corresponding tab of this report.

Figure 4: Key Hub regulatory network visualization. See explanation in the text below.

Supportive data panel contains over and under-expressed genes from your data set which support a hypothesis that a
Key Hub is in predicted predominant state. Conflicting data panel contains over and under-expressed genes from your
data set which are discordant with a hypothesis that a Key Hub is in predicted predominant state (Figure 4). The nature
of that discordance may combine several reasons: epigenetic changes of different nature which are not identifiable by
gene expression analysis methods or simply concurrent action of other transcriptional factors (which might be
different Key Hubs). Different shades of green and red indicate over and down-expressed genes from you data
respectively. Grey indicates proteins with unchanged expression. By analyzing which genes are over and downexpressed it is possible to identify a key hub as a disease driver and promising drug target.
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Mediators panel contains other transcriptional regulators employed by a Key Hub to concordantly regulate expression
of genes from your data. Key Hubs might activate or inhibit co-regulators by many mechanisms like binding, complex
formation, post-translational modifications and more.
As this diagram visualizes a pathway or cascade all of the genes are placed several steps away from the Key Hub to
make it more intuitive for interpretation. The word ‘Step’ here is directly related to a step on a pathway map diagram
and indicates a chemical reaction, protein binding or factor binding to a DNA regulatory sequence. One step means
that genes are directly related with the Key Hub. Key Hub directly affects expression of genes from Supportive and
Conflicting panels or interacts with other Mediators. Genes located in two or three steps away from the Key Hub are
not directly regulated by it but through mediators.

Figure 5: A pop-up summary information about gene selected on the network. See explanation in the text below.

By clicking on a molecule you select it and a path from the Key Hub is highlighted (Figure 11). A pop-up with summary
information appears to give more data about the molecule. If additional data are available it shows expression change
from you data, interactions on the network, associated drugs and putative biomarkers for the condition (details are
available by the click). View Path button will take highlighted pathway and visualize in more details giving access to
molecular interactions overview (Figure 6). This pathway shows exact molecules binding and modification that leads to
expression changes. It is useful when browsing all transcriptional factor targets or studying how multiprotein
complexes influence an expression of a single gene from your data. Click Back to Network to return to the initial
diagram.
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Figure 6: Diagram shows a path that connects the Key Hub and selected molecule. Each interaction is connected to corresponding
entity page with more experimental details about it.

Click on the Settings to access a few more useful options (Figure 7).
1.

Full Color Style checkbox will convert visualization into a style when an icon color also indicates a molecule
function and gene expression changes are shown in green and red sectors around each molecule. Increased
expression value corresponds to the green sector which size increases clockwise around the molecule icon.
Decreased expression value corresponds to the red sector which size increases counterclockwise.

2.

Connectivity Size will change size of molecules accordingly to the number of interactions they have on this
diagram. Using a pathway analogy here we speak about avenues and interchanges that connect the Key Hub with
differentially expressed genes. The bigger the molecule, the more important interchange it is.
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Figure 7: Key Hub regulatory network visualization. Full color style and Connectivity size options are applied.

You can browse pathway content in table view by clicking on the corresponding button in the top left corner of the
page (Figure 8). Molecular entities table lists all molecules shown on the map associated with your experimental data,
Key Hub information, disease causal associations and drug target data. Clicking on putative biomarkers or drug targets
cells for each molecule will open a pop up with summary data and links to corresponding entity pages. You can click on
‘View Interactions’ arrow for a molecule to visualize its interactions from network on the left side of the page.
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Figure 8: Table that contains all molecules and connecting interactions represented on the network. The following data are shown
for molecules if available: predicted activity state, expression change value from your data, putative biomarkers and drugs for
disease selected in the analysis (each line is interactive and details are available by click). Filters allow selecting molecular entities
depending on drug target status and biomarker match, interactions on the basis of effect and mechanism.

4.2.4 Analysis guidelines and limitations


Each list (DEGs, Key Hubs) contains a cross-reference with each other which may give you insight into crosstalk between biological layers.



Differentially expressed genes are usually the direct output from an experiment and to investigate a particular
set of conditions or treatments and the resulting aberrant signaling. When genes found to be changing in
expression are also predicted to be a Key Hub – a molecule which drives aberrant gene expression- it may
therefore indicate a particularly critical molecule or driver of your phenotype (further lab validation would
potentially be required however to confirm this hypothesis.



A Key Hub which is associated with activated / inhibited status is a valuable hypothesis that explains gene
expression changes. If such Key Hub has a non-synonymous gene variant – it could be additional proof of a
hypothesis about that Key Hub’s importance and gain / loss of function for a gene variant. e.g. if a Key Hub
with a gene variant is active then it may be a gain of function mutation and if a Key Hub is inhibited than it is
potential loss of function for associated gene variant.



The Key Hubs calculation is a hypothesis generation process that is likely to require further laboratory
validation. Gene expression may be caused by multiple factors (including changed expression via Copy
Number Variations, promoters’ methylation, miRNA action, complex and dimerization ratios, etc) that may
need to be investigated as the potential source of abberent expression or Key Hub activity. Since availability of
a complete set of all these data layers is rare for the majority of experiments it is possible to use the Key Hub
hypotheses as a starting point for further investigations.

The XLS report allows you to view more detail on the results and uploaded data, like expression change values, Key
Hubs and gene variants intersections, Key Processes counts where each DEG appeared (in what number of processes a
molecular component appears), in a single place. Accumulating sorting and filtering strategies for all these filed you
can specify a set of initial Gene IDs which are worthy to study further by more precise experimental methods in your
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study pipeline. This format also allows you to input the data into other software solutions/workflows for further
analysis.

4.3 Key processes analysis
The Key Processes page is used to view results of the downstream analysis on cellular processes which have been
enriched by experimental data and the Key Hubs. You can see a separate tab for each major process ontology specified
when the data was submitted. The tab contains the most relevant processes list associated with p-value of statistical
significance (see Appendix A to find the intuitive description of p-value concept).
Usually enrichment analysis is made for an input gene set (e.g. differentially expressed genes - DEGs), but its value
could be leveraged by adding Key Hubs to the analysis and using a synergy approach (see Section 3). This will define
processes that are significant not only for DEGs (results of aberrant signalling) but also taking into account Key Hubs
and gene variants information (both supposed to represent original aberrant signalling itself).
All processes are grouped into specific categories called functional ontologies for KPA analysis (Table 1). Default search
categories are listed in bold; the remaining categories should be set manually when analysis starts.

Table 1: Functional ontology search categories
Pathway map

Pathway maps are graphic images representing complete biochemical pathways or signaling
cascades in a commonly accepted sense.

Physiological
pathway maps

A pathway maps subset that shows only pathways or processes as they are in normal condition.
The subset is useful for analysis as it allows tracing normal pathways changed by genes
identified from your experimental data.
A pathway map subset that contains only pathways and processes specifically changed under
various disease conditions that might give you a clue to your experimental condition
interpretation via similarity.
This is a collection of manually created pathway maps, grouped hierarchically according to main
biological processes.
A recognized series of events (interactions or biochemical reactions) accomplished by one or
more ordered assemblies of molecular functions with a defined beginning and end.
This ontology is created based on the classification in Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Each
disease in diseases ontology has its corresponding biomarker gene or set of genes
A GO ontology for biological processes. The processes are structured as hierarchical tree with
branches defined according to the Gene Ontology controlled vocabulary. GO process folders
are nested, i.e., each folder references all the proteins participating in its sub-processes
A GO ontology for localization of the gene products inside or outside the cell. A given molecule
in a given localization is represented by a Molecular Entity in MetaCore.
A GO ontology of hierarchically structured molecular functions. A protein may be linked to
several different molecular functions.

Pathological
pathway maps
Pathway groups
Processes networks
Diseases
GO processes

GO localizations
GO molecular
Functions
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Key processes are associated with three types of p-value for enrichment:
1.
2.
3.

Input data only (default in PDF report) – sorting by this p-value is useful if you prefer to rely mostly on your
experimental gene list as statistical significance indicator.
Key Hubs – sorting by this p-value is useful if you want to study processes more significant for topologically
significant genes.
Union of input data and Key Hubs – sorting by this p-value gives you the most biologically relevant ranking.

4.3.1 Key processes analysis
The Key Processes page is used to view results of the downstream analysis on cellular processes which have been
enriched by experimental data and the Key Hubs. You can see a separate page for each major process ontology
specified when the data was submitted. The page contains the most relevant processes list associated with p-value of
statistical significance (see Appendix A to find the intuitive description of p-value concept).

Figure 9 : Key Process tab example

Each Key Process is associated with three enrichment p-value calculations.


Input objects (your uploaded gene list with / without gene variants)



Key Hubs (as per Predicted Key Hubs (Protein Activity) analysis results)



The union list of input data and Key Hubs
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Each set of p-values is also represented a set of colored bars in the far right hand column. The length of each bar
displays the -log (p-value), giving a more visual representation of the data. The bigger the bar is, the more significant
the p-value.

4.3.2 Pathway maps
Pathway maps (Figure 10) are the most intuitive way of downstream analysis. You can study graphical visualization and
text descriptions online and in a PDF report (only for top ten the most significant maps). KPA utilizes Signaling Pathway
Impact Analysis (SPIA) to identify how differentially expressed genes from your dataset affect downstream molecular
activity (see Methods section). Key Pathway Maps tab differs if SPIA calculation was activated (Figure 10).

Figure 10 : Key Pathway Maps tab example with SPIA analysis. Impact P-value indicates significance of pathway overlay with DEGs
from input list as wells as how differential expression impacts downstream molecular activity. Path activity shows if a pathway or a
subpath was activated or inhibited on the basis of differential expression. NA highlights pathways for which it was impossible to
identify activity impact (predominantly diagramms of pathological processes).

Maps represent canonical signal transduction pathways and overlaid with DEGs, Key Hubs (green (+) sign represent
active key hub from causal reasoning and hubs from over-connectivity; red (-) indicate inhibited hubs from causal
reasoning). By default different shades of green and red indicate over and down-expressed genes from you data
respectively. Grey indicates proteins with unchanged expression.
Each pathway map is fully interactive. By clicking on a molecule a pop-up with summary information appears to give
more data about it (Figure 11). If additional data are available (only if a molecule is a DEG or a Key Hub) it shows
expression change from your data, associated drugs for the similar condition and putative biomarkers for the condition
(details are available from the table view). It also shows molecule perturbation factor calculated by SPIA algorithm
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which cosists from differential expression of a molecule combined with upstream activation and/or inhibition effects
from other molecules (see Methods section). Molecule name is a link to dedicated entity page. All paths which go
through this molecule from the map upstream and one step downstream will be highlighted.

Figure 11: A pop-up summary information about gene selected on the network. See explanation in the text above.

Note: overconnectivity analysis output (Predicted Key Hubs (Protein Activity) tab in Molecular Analysis section) can
also be used to carry out downstream analysis for Key Hubs where the molecular function is not miRNA or
transcriptional factor. These Key Hubs may connect modules of interacting proteins and probably are associated with
disease manifestation.
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A

B

Figure 12 : A pathway map example overlaid with data. Default visualization (A) demonstrates DEGs dyed by different shades of
green and red associated with over and under expression correspondingly; grey molecules do not change their expression in your
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data; green (+) and red (-) show activated and inhibited Key Hubs which do not change expression levels but activation status. (B)
visualization demonstrates molecule perturbations based on SPIA algorithm dyed by different shades of green and red associated
with over and under perturbation correspondingly. Molecule perturbation depends from its expression change combined with
upstream activation/inhibition signal and indicates hypothetical activity (see Methods section).

You can browse pathway content in table view by clicking on the corresponding button in top left corner of the page
(Figure 13). Molecular entities table lists all molecules shown on the map associated with your experimental data, Key
Hub information, putative biomarkers and drug target data. Clicking on putative biomarkers or drug targets fields for
each molecule will open a pop up with summary data and links to corresponding entity pages. You can clink on ‘View
Interactions’ arrow for a molecule to visualize its interactions from the map on the left side of the page.

Figure 13 : Table that contains all molecules and connecting interactions represented on the network. The following data are shown
for molecules if available: predicted activity state, expression change value from your data (might have several values in case if
molecular entity is a complex or group of molecules), putative biomarkers and drugs for disease selected in the analysis (each line is
interactive and details are available by click). Filters allow selecting molecular entities depending on drug target status and
biomarker match, interactions on the basis of effect and mechanism.

Click on the Settings to access a few more useful options.



Your data (fold change) option highlights DEGs on the pathway map. Green molecules have increased
expression, red – decreased.
Molecule perturbation (SPIA) option highlights molecules with predicted activity changes caused by upstream
DEGs (see Methods section). Green molecules have increased activity due to upstream signaling, red have
decreased. Comparison of upstream activation predicted by SPIA and downstream activation prediction by
Causal Reasoning gives an independent evaluation of molecular activity, especially if both predictions match.
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Full Color Style (Figure 14) checkbox will convert visualization into a style when an icon color also indicates a
molecule function and gene expression changes are shown in green and red circles around each molecule.
Increased expression and positive molecule perturbation value correspond to the green sector which size
increases clockwise around the molecule icon. Decreased expression and negative molecule perturbation
value correspond to the red sector which size increases counterclockwise.



Connectivity Size will change the size of molecules accordingly to the number of interactions they have on this
diagram. Using a pathway analogy here we speak about avenues and interchanges that connect the Key Hub
with differentially expressed genes. The bigger the molecule, the more important interchange it is.

Figure 14 : Pathway map visualization with full color style option activated.
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4.3.3 Process networks
Process networks visualize cellular processes from more global perspective. Instead of focusing on specific pathway a
process network visualizes the more complex manually curated relationship between several pathways involved in
regulation of the same process.

A

B

Figure 15 : Comparison of default and full color style visualizations of Process Network. Default visualization A demonstrates DEGs
dyed by different shades of green and red associated with over and under expression correspondingly; grey molecules do not
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change their expression in your data. B represents full color style, where combination of shape and colour defines molecular
function of a molecule; differential expression however is indicated as green and red sectors around corresponding molecules.

All molecular entities are connected with interactions that could be activating (highlighted by green),
inhibitory/suppressive (red) or interactions for which it is hard to identify final effect (gray). All interactions are
associated with corresponding reference(s) to sourcing scientific publications available from the Table view.
Networks are overlaid with DEGs, Key Hubs (green (+) sign represents active key hub from causal reasoning and hubs
from over-connectivity; red (-) sign indicates inhibited hubs from causal reasoning). By default different shades of
green and red indicate over and down-expressed genes from you data respectively. Grey indicates proteins with
unchanged expression. This visualization differs from pathway maps as process networks usually contain significantly
bigger amount of objects which may decrease intuitive identification of genes from your data (Figure 15).
Each network is fully interactive and allows nodes rearrangement. By clicking on a molecule a pop-up with summary
information appears to give more data about it (Figure 16). If additional data are available (only if a molecule is a DEG
or a Key Hub) it shows expression change from your data, associated drugs and discovery biomarkers/causal
associations for the condition (details are available from the table view). Molecule name is a link to dedicated entity
page.
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Figure 16: A sample pop-up summary info which appears after a click on a molecule. Calgranulin A has increased expression Fold
Change=12.11 in uploaded dataset, was predicted as a Key Hub in a predominantly active state, is a putative biomarker for the
selected disease. All details regarding interactions on the network and putative biomarkers are available from a table below. A
protein name is a link that leads to corresponding molecule entity page.

You can browse network content in table view by clicking on the corresponding button in top left corner of the page
(Figure 17). Molecular entities table lists all molecules shown on the map associated with your experimental data, Key
Hub information, putative biomarkers and drug target data. Clicking on causal associations or drug targets cells for
each molecule will open a pop up with summary data and links to corresponding entity pages. You can click on ‘View
Interactions’ arrow for a molecule to visualize its interactions from the network on the right side of the page.
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Figure 17: The aable that contains all molecules and connecting interactions represented on the network. The following data are
shown for molecules if available: predicted activity state, expression change value from your data (might have several values in case
if molecular entity is a complex or group of molecules), putative biomarkers and drugs for disease selected in the analysis (each line
is interactive and details are available by click). Filters allow selecting molecular entities depending on drug target status and
biomarker match, interactions on the basis of effect and mechanism.

4.4 Drug targets (prior knowledge)
The Drug Targets tab gives an overview of known drug targets identified in your experiment/results. If a gene or key
hub is a target for one or more of Clarivate Analytics Integrity drugs (between preclinical or launched phases) it will be
shown with the corresponding phase.
There are two pages:


Drugs associated with disease / condition specified in analysis start settings.



Drugs that are associated with similar diseases to the condition previously specified according to MESH
ontology. The list might indicate repurposing candidates.

The Under Active Development (UAD) label appears on records for drugs that are actively moving through the drug
R&D pipeline from preclinical stages through registration (i.e., preclinical, IND filed, phase I, phase I/II, phase II, phase
II/III, phase III, preregistered, recommended approval, and registered). The criteria for labeling a compound Under
Active Development include the following, which must have occurred over the last 12 to 18 months:
a)

The company is actively informing the public on the development of the product via press releases, mention
in annual reports, citation on the company’s website (particularly, if the company publishes a ’pipeline‘ and
the product is included in it);
and/or
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b) References to the compound that indicate its progress is being published in the biomedical literature (journals
and congresses).
Compounds that are launched and are not being investigated for new conditions, in new regions or by new
organizations are not considered Under Active Development.

4.5 Putative biomarkers
This analysis compares the direction of your gene expression (or Key Hub activity) with known directional changes
manually curated from literature within the database. The database includes molecular alteration knowledge for DNA,
RNA, Protein and post-translational modifications levels. This table, therefore, allows you to understand how your
experimental data aligns with current knowledge of these molecules in association with the chosen disease/indication.
The following classification is used to categorize your results:


Perfect. Known disease associated molecular changes are found within the database that are in the same
direction as your experimental data (e.g. you have up-regulated gene expression in a dataset and upregulation was shown to be associated with a disease). These results indicate that you have experimental
results that are in line with current biomarker knowledge for this disease.



Conflicting. Known disease associated molecular changes are found within the database that are in the
opposite direction as your experimental data (e.g. up-regulated gene in your dataset and down-regulation of
the same gene was reported to be associated with a disease). These results indicate that you have
experimental results that conflict with current biomarker knowledge for this disease.



Similar. Known disease associated molecular changes are found within the database in the same direction as
found in your experimental data, but the aberrations occurred on different molecular level (e.g. you have
increased expression in your dataset and we find increased protein activity in the database associated with
the disease). These results indicate that you have experimental results that may be supported by current
biomarker knowledge for this disease but validation on a different molecular level may be required.



Uncertain. Known disease associated molecular changes are found within the database in the opposite
direction as found in your experimental data and the aberrations occurred on different molecular level (e.g.
you have increased expression in your dataset and we find decreased protein activity in the database
associated with the disease). These results indicate that you have experimental results that conflict with
current biomarker knowledge for this disease on another molecular level and therefore further experiments
to clarify whether the changes observed are also found at the indicated molecular levels may be required.



Unknown. Either the experimental dataset or association in the database lack directional information (e.g.
you input a gene list without expression changes or in the database the evidence behind the disease
association does not have a clear directional change). These results indicate that there is insufficient
experimental data input or on file to draw conclusions.

Each line is associated with View link that leads to corresponding entity page where all details about gene-disease
association study are available.
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Statistically significant gene-disease associations are shown by default: molecular changes are significantly associated
(p < 0.05) with pathology / its manifestation degree / prognosis. Unchecking this check-box on the results page will add
low trust risk, hypothetical and correlation less gene-disease associations found in scientific papers.
There are two pages:


Putative Biomarkers associated with disease / condition specified in analysis start settings.



Putative Biomarkers that are associated with similar diseases to the condition previously specified according
to MESH ontology. This list gives an overview of associations that were not connected to target disease before
and gives biomarker subset in case if no biomarker was found with the specified disease on the previous tab.

4.6 Content browsing
Key Pathway Advisor allows you to browse detailed information about molecular entities (genes, RNA, proteins,
protein complexes and protein groups), molecular interactions and gene-disease causal associations.
By clicking on a molecule in KPA report you will be redirected to an entity page for the corresponding molecule. On the
page there is a molecular function description, links to external resources (NCBI, Swiss-Prot, MetaCore) for more
information and summary pie chart visualization of molecular interactions for the molecule. This entity page is
separated by several levels and you can study data related to original gene (all interaction for gene product will be
summarized), RNA (RNA affecting interactions are listed, like transcriptional regulation or miRNA binding if applicable),
protein (interaction of the protein) and, if applicable, mature forms of protein including peptides and post translational
modifications.
Molecular interaction entity page is available from table views of pathway maps, process networks and Key Hub
networks. Each scientific reference on the page is associated with PubMed link, short summary description of the study
related to molecular interaction, its directionality, effect, molecular mechanism (see all interaction mechanism
summary descriptions in Appendix D), tissue and cell type/line and detection method. If the interaction has several
supporting publications then all references are sorted by publication date starting from the most recent one.
Putative Biomarker entity pages are available from Putative Biomarkers analysis page and from table views of pathway
maps, process networks and Key Hub networks. Each scientific reference on the page is associated with PubMed link,
short summary description of the study results related to the association. The following data are also extracted from
publication for your convenience.
Strength of Association describes an association of GV with risk disease development, pathology progression,
prognosis, manifestation degree. Reflects the power of statistical significance considering p-value meaning, number of
patients involved into the analysis.
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High. Association with risk of pathology development and/or its manifestation degree and/or prognosis, in
case-control studies, cohort studies, nested case-control studies, clinical studies and meta-analysis is
statistically significant



Borderline. Contradictory statistical results were given, i.e. cases when authors interpret effect size as a
significant association but statistics does not allow to make the same conclusion. Authors do not report an
association with risk of pathology development, but statistically significant correlation with certain symptoms,
signs of pathology was found.



Low. Correlation analysis was performed but significant association with disease development or disease signs
was not found.



Unknown significance. The reference doesn’t provide information about the association of mRNA/protein
expression (or activity) with disease development.



Insufficient evidence. Applicable for gene variants. It is used when, in a clinical practice guideline, there is
insufficient evidence to make a recommendation. Under this scenario, the guideline usually does not
recommend the use of a variant because there is insufficient evidence to make a statement on this matter at
this point (further evidence or studies are required).

Although statistical significance underlies gradation of these meanings there are some deviations from this rule
because statistical analyses are not provided in some association studies (descriptive studies).
Effect of Association reflects an influence of molecular changes described in the annotation on disease
development/progression/survival.
Biomarker Role allows indicating the function or utility of the biomarker in the context of the use.
Abundance and Activity change identify mRNA or protein expression change (activity for protein) that was studied to
be associated with a condition.
Functional Consequences for a gene variant indicate if either abundance or activity of gene product is affected by
variation (which was specifically outlined in the original study).
Study design, experimental patient cohorts, detection methods are briefly described for each reference. If the
association has several supporting publications then all references are sorted by publication date starting from the
most recent one.
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Chapter 5: Methods
The Key Pathway Advisor workflow uses combination of the following methods to define biologically relevant result.

5.1 Causal reasoning analysis
Causal Reasoning is a shortest-path based method aimed at the identification of upstream regulators that cause gene
2,3

expression changes observed in transcriptomics data . Causal Reasoning relies on a directed network that is
annotated with activation and inhibition edges as well as biological mechanisms (transcription regulation). Causal
Reasoning identifies candidates ("hypotheses") in the network that can be reached via a pre-defined maximum
shortest path length from the differentially expressed genes. Candidates are scored based on the number of
differentially expressed genes that can be reached via the shortest paths and the correctness of the regulation. The
correctness is assessed based on the activation and inhibition edges along the paths and the expected and observed
direction of fold changes of the differentially expressed genes.
The significance of the predictions made by a hypothesis is assessed using a binomial test based on the following
information:


k - the sum of correct predictions



n - the sum of correct and incorrect predictions



The p-value is calculated as probability to get k successes in n predictions using binomial trials with p=0.5



P-values are assigned in the score matrix and hypotheses above the p-value threshold are filtered out of the
score matrix.

5.2 Overconnectivity analysis
An overconnectivity test identifies one step away direct regulators of the dataset that are statistically overconnected
with the objects from the data set. The method is based on an assumption that proteins functionally important for a
particular phenotype have a relatively high number of interactions with proteins encoded by genes altered (e.g.
differentially expressed) in the phenotype. This method allows you to assess the level of connectivity that individual
objects in the database have with the genes from the analyzed gene list and whether this level of connectivity is more
than would be expected purely by chance. The significance of ‘overconnection’ (when the number of interactions of
tested objects with objects from the analyzed gene list is higher the expected by chance) is determined as a p-value of
hypergeometric distribution.
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N – number of Molecular Entities covered by the whole ontology



R – number of Molecular Entities in a list under analysis



n – number of Molecular Entities associated with a particular category from the ontology



r – number of gene from input list intersecting with genes from a particular category
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5.3 Enrichment analysis
Enrichment Analysis methods have become commonplace tools applied to the analysis and interpretation of biological
data. This is the first “low resolution” step of functional analysis. The goal is to discover pathways or processes
associated with the gene list of interest.
The significance of enrichment is defined by using the hypergeometric test4:



N – number of Molecular Entities covered by the whole ontology



R – number of Molecular Entities in a list under analysis



n – number of Molecular Entities associated with a particular category from the ontology



r – number of gene from input list intersecting with genes from a particular category

As a result, all terms from the ontology are ranked according to calculated p-values. Ontology terms with p-values less
than the p-value threshold 0.05 are defined as statistically significant and therefore relevant to the studied list of
genes. In other words, the gene list is associated with a quantitatively ranked list of pathways and processes
summarizing its effects at a systems-biology level.

5.4 Signaling Pathway Impact Analysis (SPIA)
SPIA aims at the identification of perturbed pathways in a given condition by combining enrichment of perturbed
genes in the pathway with the actual amount of perturbation, leading to the most promising candidate pathways and
6
thus candidate genes .
SPIA captures two different probabilities for each pathway:
1.
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the level of perturbation within the pathway as measured by propagating expression
changes through the pathway (perturbation probability).

The enrichment can be calculated by applying a simple hypergeometric test. To estimate the level of perturbation
within a pathway, a molecule perturbation (MP) is calculated for each gene as follows:

E represents the signed expression change of gene i (fold changes). The second part of the equation is the sum of
molecule perturbations of all genes j that are directly upstream of gene i, normalized by the number of downstream
genes of each such gene j. β reflects the type of interaction between genes i and j: in case of an activation edge, it is
set to +1 and in case of inhibition to -1. Transcription regulation interactions are not accounted because that may
cause discordance with input data leading to incorrect interpretation.
The net perturbation accumulation at the level of gene i is calculated as the molecule perturbation minus its observed
fold change;
perturbation.

. Thus, the more agreement with upstream events, the higher the molecule

The overall pathway perturbation is computed as the sum of all perturbation accumulations; tA = sum(Acc(Gi)). If tA is
positive then we conclude that the pathway is activated (or positively perturbed). If tA is negative then we assume that
the pathway is inhibited (or negatively perturbed).
The computation of perturbation probability for a given pathway is based on a bootstrap procedure in which we test if
the observed global activation or inhibition of the pathway computed with the real data, tA is unusual compared to a
multitude of random scenarios. The step by step procedure we used is:
1. An iteration counter k is initialized (k = 1).
2. A set of Nde(Pi) node IDs is selected at random from the input pathway Pi, where the Nde(Pi) is the number of start
nodes observed on the pathway with the real data. The log fold changes for these random gene IDs are assigned by
drawing a random sample with replacement from the distribution of all DEGs to be analyzed. The permuted startnodes
data frame is formed to compute the perturbation accumulations Acc, for each gene in Pi. The net total accumulation
is computed as the sum of all perturbation accumulations across each pathway: tA(k) = sum(Acc(gik))
3. Step 2 is repeated 2000 times
4. The median of tA(k) is computed and subtracted from tA(k)values centering their distribution around 0. The resulting
corrected values are denoted with tA;c(k). The observed net total accumulation is also corrected for the shift in the null
distribution median to give tA;c.
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5. The probability to observe such total net inhibition or activation just by chance, perturbation probability, is
computed as:
2 * sum(I(tA;c(k) > tA;c)) if tA;c > 0;
2 * sum(I(tA;c(k) < tA;c)) otherwise,
where the identity function I(x) returns 1 if x is true and 0 otherwise. The multiplication by 2 accounts for a two-tailed
test, since we do not have a particular expectation regarding the pathway status (inhibited or activated).
Combined p-value is calculated as
Impact P-value = ci - ci * ln(ci)
Where Impact P-value represents the overall pathway perturbation probability and ci is the multiplication of the two
different probabilities described before (enrichment and perturbation probabilities).

Chapter 6: Glossary
Differentially Expressed
Genes (DEGs)

Genes where expression differs between at least two phenotypical conditions (e.g.
Disease / Control)

Diseases

This ontology is created based on the classification in Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).
Each disease in diseases ontology has its corresponding molecular alterations in a gene or
set of genes

Downstream Analysis

Analysis of cellular process disruption which molecular components were shown to be
disregulated (e.g. DEGs, gene variants, etc)

Enrichment Analysis (EA)
(also, Ontology
Enrichment)

An analysis procedure that consists of mapping gene IDs of the dataset(s) of interest onto
gene IDs in entities (terms) of built-in functional ontologies such as pathway maps,
networks, diseases, etc. The terms in a given ontology are ranked based on “relevance” in
the dataset. The statistical relevance procedure, a p-value of hypergeometric distribution,
is calculated as the probability of a match to occur by chance, given the size of the
ontology, the dataset and the particular entity. The lower the p-value, the higher is the
"non-randomness" of finding the intersection between the dataset and the particular
ontology term. That, in turn, translates into a higher ranking for the entity matched.
Everything equal, the more genes / proteins belong to a process / pathway, the lower the
p-value. In EA multiple proprietary ontologies (canonical pathway maps, cellular
processes, disease biomarkers etc., and public ontologies such as Gene Ontology (cellular
processes, protein functions, localizations) are utlized.

Enrichment Synergy

The enrichment synergy method was offered for comparison of datasets that are
functionally relevant but poorly overlapping at the gene level. For instance, mutated and
amplified genes in breast cancer5. The genes derived from different datasets may not
overlap directly but populate the very same pathway or process, which suggests that they
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are functionally complimentary. To determine whether two distinct gene lists
cooperatively alter a certain cellular pathway or process, we calculate the synergy
between them by ontology enrichment. An ontology term (pathway or process) is
considered synergistic if the enrichment p-value for the non-redundant union of
compared gene lists is lower than p-values for individual lists. More significant enrichment
for the union reflects functional connectivity of two gene lists and their complementary
effect on the pathway.
Entity

An element or an term in an ontology, e.g., a given disease, or a given process, etc

Gene Variant

A DNA sequence variation

GO Localizations

A GO ontology for localization of the gene products inside or outside the cell. A given
molecule in a given localization is represented by a Molecular Entity.

GO Molecular Functions

A GO ontology of hierarchically structured molecular functions. A protein may be linked to
several different molecular functions.

GO Processes

A GO ontology for biological processes. The processes are structured as hierarchical tree
with branches defined according to the Gene Ontology controlled vocabulary. GO process
folders are nested, i.e., each folder references all the proteins participating in its subprocesses.

Key Entity

An ontology term (i.e. pathway maps) that enriched with both differentially expressed
genes and corresponding key Hubs (see Introduction part for detailed workflow
description).

Key Hub (KH)

A topologically significant Molecular Entity that that is known to regulate differential
expression genes. KHs could be obtained by two approaches: causal reasoning network
analysis and interactome analysis. Using causal reasoning the one could define one step
KHs (transcriptional factors that statistically significant associated with experimental
differential expressed genes regulation) and distant KHs (second step objects tht regulate
one step transcriptional factors, etc, up to three steps). Interactome analysis gives
Molecular Entities that are overconnected with experimental differentially expressed
genes.

Pathway Groups

This is a collection of manually created pathway maps, grouped hierarchically into folders
according to main biological processes.

Molecular Entity

Any type of molecule, (e.g. kinases, transcriptional factors, receptors, etc) involved in
interactions between molecules in the database.

Ontology

Functional controlled vocabularies developed for a key theme (e.g. Pathways or
processes). Every ontology has a hierarchical tree structure and corresponding sets of prebuilt networks and pathway maps, or, in case of the disease ontology, gene lists.

Pathway Map

Pathway maps are graphic images representing complete biochemical pathways or
signaling cascades in a commonly accepted sense.
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Processes Networks

A recognized series of events (interactions or biochemical reactions) accomplished by one
or more ordered assemblies of molecular functions with a defined beginning and end.

p-value

Statistical measure of the likelihood that an event would happen purely by chance

Upstream Analysis

Search for molecules with abberant activity that may be the root cause of observed
differential gene expression
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Appendix A: How to get NCBI GEO data for KPA easily
Public OMICs data repositories are very useful providers of gene expression datasets produced for other studies. Such
datasets are good if you don’t have your own datasets or to test a hypothesis made after an analysis of your in house
datasets. The major obstacle is however that public datasets contain raw data and though require a user to have data
processing and bioinformatics skills and tools. Only after that it will be possible to identify genes which expression
levels change in experimental conditions when comparing to expression levels of a control condition. NCBI Gene
Expression Omnibus (NCBI GEO) provides an easy tool to perform that by few clicks called GEO2R.
Go to ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo to get access to NCBI GEO repository. Search for a keyword e.g. ‘prostate cancer’ and you
will be redirected to a page with list of datasets associated with the keyword. Follow the detailed description how to
get a dataset shown at Figure 15. Please note that not all datasets might be processed by GEO2R function depending
on their data structure.

Figure 15: Go to NCBI GEO web page to search for gene expression data. Type a keyword in a search area and press Search. Click on
number of datasets GEO proposes you to look at (a number in the first line). You will be redirected at a search results page where
you need to select Series in the top left menu called Entity type. By clicking on items in search results you will be redirected to a
dataset entity page where you can get more details about experimental design and the study itself. Once you found a proper
dataset you need to press Analyze with GEO2R button at the bottom of the entity page.
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Once you are on a GEO2R page you first need to define sample groups for comparison and differential expression
identification. Follow the instructions shown on Figures 16 and on.

Figure 16: GEO2R page with activated dataset GSE2443 in this example. Proceed to Samples.
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Figure 17: Once you are on Samples tab you see a list of samples in the dataset. There might be different parameters associated
with each samples. In the case of GSE2443 there is only one important column called Source name which clearly shows that there
are two groups of samples untreated human prostate cancer and androgen-independent primary human prostate cancer. These
groups of samples will be used to identify differential expression between them. Click on Define groups.
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Figure 18: Enter group names in a Define groups box. Two groups were created for this example. Select required set of samples and
then click on a group name on Define groups panel. Ten untreated prostate cancer samples we assigned to corresponding group. Do
the same for the other samples and groups. You need to create two groups to perform a comparison.
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Figure 19: Once both groups are selected go to the bottom of the page and press Save all results. Resulting list of genes with
expression comparison will appear (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Example comparison of gene expression between two groups of samples is opened in your browser by default. Save this
file (in Windows: Ctrl+S or right click on the page) and then drag and drop in KPA, it will be automatically recognized and uploaded.
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Appendix B: Differential gene expression calculations
The major goal of gene expression measurement experiments are to identify genes which expression levels change in
experimental conditions when comparing to expression levels of a control condition. For example comparing disease
samples with normal/healthy control samples, samples before and after drug administration or different subtypes or
stages of disease.

Fold changes as a measure of difference
Let’s say A is expression of a gene in a case group and B in a control. If A>B then a gene is over-expressed (upregulated), otherwise If B>A then a gene is under-expressed (down-regulated). Fold Change (FC) is used as a measure of
quantity of the change of gene expression between case and control groups and usually calculated as a ratio between
A and B. FC is an intuitive way to represent such changes: a) if a FC value is positive, then gene is over-expressed, if FC
is negative – down-expressed; b) the magnitude of FC value indicates how significantly a gene is over/down-expressed.
These two features allow visualizing such values e.g. build heat maps, or highlight expression changes on pathway
maps.
There are several methods to calculate FC or similar in sense values:
1.

Ratio. A is always compared to B. B effectively becomes a fixed value for each gene to which A’s expression levels
are being compared.

In result FC which value is between 0 and 1 means under-expression in A compared to B. If FC bigger than 1 it is overexpression in A compared to B. That representation is not very intuitive to work with. To make the results easier to
visualize it is common to apply a logarithmic transformation (usually to base 2). KPA applies logarithmic transformation
to base 2 for all data in such format by default (see Logarithmic Transformation section below for more details).
2.

Fold Change as inverted ratio. If A is bigger than B (over-expression in A):

If B is bigger than A (under-expression in A):

This results in an absolute level of expression change where the expression represents the size of the difference
between the two values. In these results FC with a value is less than -1 means under-expression. If FC larger than 1 is
over-expression. If you FC calculated by this method no further logarithmic transformation is required and KPA
processes these data as is.
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Logarithmic transformation
In simple cases the logarithm counts repeated multiplication. Logarithm to base 2 of a value N is a basically how many
times should I multiply 2 on itself to get N. For example, the base 2 logarithm of 8 is 3, as 2 to the power 3 is 8 (8 =
2 × 2 × 2 = 23); the multiplication is repeated three times or
log2(8) = 3
Alternatively, the base 2 logarithm of 0.25 is -2 or
log2(0.25) = -2
That transforms results in the following: a) If the FC is less than 0 than a gene is under-expressed; b) If the FC is bigger
than 0 than a gene is over-expressed.
So why log transformation?
Simply, it is easier to link log ratio to fold change and visualize more intuitively. Very small numbers become big
numbers that can be easier to handle and visualise on graphical outputs.
If you submit a data file where each gene is associated with expression change calculated as A/B ratio the logarithmic
transformation to base 2 will be applied by default. It is possible that your data are already log transformed (usually
column with such values is called Log Ratio), in this case your values will be accepted without further transformation by
KPA).

Appendix C: P-value
In most cases high-throughput experiments result in lists of genes or proteins of interest. These lists could, for
example, be genes differentially expressed between two conditions or proteins identified in a sample. These datasets
usually contain anywhere between few dozen and few thousand genes / proteins. Here we will explain the statistical
concepts behind the enrichments KPA. No statistics knowledge is assumed and formulae for non-proprietary
algorithms are shown in the previous sections of this help guide for more statistically knowledgeable users.

C.1 What is a p-value?
Before attempting to understand the statistics behind the analysis performed in KPA it is important to understand the
basic concept of statistical significance. Statistical significance is a measure of the likelihood that an event would
happen purely by chance. The number associated with this measurement is known as the p-value or probability-value.
P-values relate the likelihood of an event occurring purely by chance as decimal percentage. For example, a p-value of
1 would mean that there is a 100% probability that this would occur purely by chance; a p-value of 0 would mean that
there is a 0% probability and a p-value of 0.05 would mean there is a 5% (or 1 in 20) probability that this would occur
by chance alone. Commonly a p-value of 0.05 is accepted as sufficient evidence for an event to be classed as unlikely to
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have occurred purely by chance. Events that occur with a p-value of 0.05 or less are commonly referred to as
statistically significant. However, it is increasingly debated whether this is the right cut-off for such biologically variable
data. It is therefore recommended that although not all results are statistically significant they may still be biologically
important and vice versa. See Table 2 for further examples of p values and % probabilities.

Table 2: Relationship between p-values, probabilities and chance.
P-value

Probability (%)

Chance

1

100%

Definitely by chance

0.1

10%

1 in 10

0.05

5%

1 in 20

0.01

1%

1 in 100

0.005

0.5%

1 in 200

0

0%

Definitely not by chance

C.2 Enrichment p-values and – log (p-values)
Enrichment analysis in KPA aims to understand the biology behind your dataset by examining the intersection between
your dataset and the prebuilt pathway maps and networks in KPA (i.e. how enriched your dataset is in a particular map
or network). However, if we were to look solely for the intersection between the dataset and the prebuilt content in
KPA we would likely simply return the largest maps and networks that have the biggest intersection purely due to their
size. We therefore utilise a statistic (known as the hypergeometric mean) to take into account the number of objects in
your dataset, the number of objects in the intersecting map or network and the number of objects in the entire
database. This assessment therefore returns a p-value that tells us the likelihood that the intersection between your
dataset and a particular map / network is obtained purely by chance (See Figure 21).
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A. Objects in your dataset
B. Objects in Pathway Map / Process / Disease
C.

Overlap between your dataset and individual Map / Process / Disease

D. All Objects in the database
E.

All objects covered by your experiment method that can be used as an alternative background list (e.g. all
microarray probes)

Figure 21: Calculation of enrichment p-values.

This p-value therefore gives us a method of statistically ranking the intersections between your data and the prebuilt
content in KPA. The results of this analysis are displayed as a histogram. However, as a very significant map / network
would have a very low numerical p-value (e.g. a p-value of 0.0001) they would have very small bars such bars would
not be easy to see. We therefore multiply the p-values by -log10 to invert the bars. This transformation means that the
smaller the p-value the larger the bar on the histogram that it has. For example a very significant p-value of 0.0001 has
a -log(p-value) of 4 whereas a non-significant p-value of 0.1 has a -log(p-value) of 1. For reference a p-value of 0.05 has
a -log(p-value) of 1.3 and therefore enrichments with a -log(p-value) greater than this can be considered “statistically
significant” in the commonly accepted use of the p-value cut-off. See Table 3 & Figure 22 for further examples.
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Table 3: Relationship between p-values, probabilities and chance.
P-value

-log(p-value)

1

0

0.1

1

0.05

1.3

0.01

2

0.005

2.3

0.0001

4

Figure 22: Example enrichment results showing p-values and –log(p-value) colored bars.

Note: p-values in KPA should be used as a guide only. A result which does not fall below the p-value 0.05 threshold
could still be biologically important.
Taking some time to review not only your most significant results but also the less significant results can help you bring
together a more complete biological story.

Appendix D: Upstream analysis
The most likely regulator molecules (or Key Hubs) are overconnected by binding or functional interactions with each
other and differentially expressed genes so we need to inspect the whole interaction network within the cell to find
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these molecules. There are two broad classes of global network analysis approaches widely used in the academic
research and industry.


Connectivity analysis (random walk; information flow; network propagation) – the identification of potential
regulators using the network of molecular interactions and a list of ‘phenotype-associated’ nodes (for
example, genes differentially expressed in disease or genes known to be associated with disease pathology).
Network nodes which provide more connectivity between the ‘disease-associated’ nodes are thought to be
good candidate for targeting. In KPA we use an Overconnectivity algorithm for this approach1.



Causal reasoning – identification of nodes which are most likely to cause observed expression changes
associated with the phenotype. In this case, changes in expression of genes, direction and effect of edges in
the network are taken into account. For each node X, observed changes are matched with the expected
changes inferred from network structure given hypothesis that X decreased or increased its activity.

Figure 23 contains an explanation of the difference between connectivity analysis and causal analysis.

Figure 23: Connectivity analysis and casual reasoning.
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In both cases (connectivity analysis and causal reasoning), we have the same network and the same set of differentially
expressed genes and the same network, when the green object in Figure 8 is tested for ‘topological significance’ – i.e.
we want to know if this object significantly influences system and is eligible for targeting in this phenotype.
Figure 23 A) Neighbors of this gene are only counted when they are DEGs and are then used to calculate enrichment pvalue (given total number of DEGs and degree of a green node). In this case, 50% of green node’s neighbors are DEGs –
which seems significant.
Figure 23 B) However, is the green node really influencing the expression? Without taking into account the actual fold
change data it is not possible to fully hypothesise about the activity of the green node. KPA therefore uses Causal
reasoning as it takes into account only downstream targets of green nodes and looks to see if they are consistent with
observed differential expression genes. In this case, if we suggest that the green node is activated (hypothesis H+), we
see that only two of four downstream DEGs are consistent with this hypothesis, and two others contradict it.
In this case, the green node is looks like a less suitable candidate.
The example in Figure 24 uses causal reasoning to examine both the direct neighbors of the ‘nodes of interest’
(differentially expressed genes), but also more remote (several steps away) regulators.
The first step in identifying upstream regulators is to definite transcriptional factors with potential changed activity in
your experimental data (which reflects the treatment or phenotype you are trying to understand). Using the causal
reasoning algorithm it is possible to identify the transcriptional factors that are statistically and logically (see Methods
section) could work as direct regulators of expressional changes observed in your experiment. Applying a causal
reasoning approach further we can therefore identify proteins that potentially regulate these transcriptional factors
and reconstruct the most likely interpretation of altered regulation chain activity. Up to three steps up the regulatory
chain are currently able to be traced using KPA.
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Figure 24: Casual reasoning example.

Appendix E: Molecular interactions mechanisms
Binding
Direct physical interaction between the molecules is proven by appropriate methods
Receptor binding
Interactions of natural ligands with membrane or nuclear receptors
Transport
Interaction between specific transporter protein and its macromolecular target resulting in a change of target localization
Complex formation
The Complex formation mechanism from the regulatory subunit of complex to catalytic subunit is used to show complex formation
required for activation of a whole complex rather than a simple binding interaction
Transformation
Interactions between G-proteins and their activators/inhibitors – GEF and GAP proteins. The result of Transformation is GTP/GTP
exchange on Gα subunit of G-protein complex
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miRNA binding
Interaction between microRNA and mRNA of corresponding target genes. Interactions with activation or inhibition effects are
experimentally validated events. Interactions with this mechanism and unknown effect are predicted regulation events
Cleavage
Macromolecular cleavage is the process of breaking the bonds between amino acids in proteins (or between nucleotides in nucleic
acids)
Covalent modification
Describes how the one macromolecule is modified by a specific enzyme with forming or breaking of a covalent bond. This
mechanism type can also characterize protein function modification via covalent bond formation with a compound
Transcriptional regulation


Interaction between Transcription factors and gene regulatory regions that results in expression change (increase or
decrease of mRNA abundance)

Co-regulation of transcription
Interaction between different types of co-regulators of transcription and regulated genes, including:


co-activators and co-repressors of transcription



proteins providing epigenetic regulation of gene activity (DNA methylation-demethylation, histone acetylationdeacetylation)



proteins (regulators of chromatin, etc) that interact with the regulatory region of a gene and play significant role in gene
regulation

Influence on expression
Indirect influence of chemical compound (drug), ligand, receptor, or transcription factor on target gene expression. Influence on
expression could be demonstrated both on RNA or Protein level
Unspecified
This mechanism type is used when there is reliable data about the effect (positive/negative), but no/conflicting evidence of the
exact mechanism by which it occurs
Competition
Indicates competition between two molecules (proteins, xenobiotic compound and natural ligand) for one binding site resulting in
inhibition of expression or activity of the target molecule
Catalysis
Catalysis mechanisms indicate a reaction facilitated or accelerated by an enzyme
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Ubiquitination
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a ubiquitin protein is attached to a substrate protein
Deubiquitination
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which ubiquitin is removed from substrate proteins
Sumoylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier (SUMO) protein is attached to a substrate
protein
Desumoylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier (SUMO) is removed from substrate proteins
Neddylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a ubiquitin-like protein NEDD8 is attached to a substrate protein
Deneddylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a ubiquitin-like protein NEDD8 is removed from a substrate protein
Acetylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which an acetyl functional group is attached to a substrate protein
Deacetylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which an acetyl functional group is removed from a substrate protein
ADP-ribosylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which an ADP-ribose functional group is attached to a substrate protein
Glycosylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a carbohydrate group is attached to a substrate protein
Methylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a methyl group is attached to a substrate protein
Demethylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a methyl group is removed from a substrate protein
S-nitrosylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a NO is attached to a substrate protein
GPI-anchor
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI anchor) is attached to a substrate protein
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Sulfation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a sulfo group is attached to a substrate protein
Phosphorylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a phosphate group is attached to a substrate protein
Dephosphorylation
An enzymatic post-translational modification in which a phosphate group is removed from a substrate protein
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